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Introduction . I 
As Long and Hadden· (1979:280) have recentlv observedl one 
I 
of the most notab.le trends in the sociology of religion during 
• I 
the past decade has been the dramatic increase in attention given 
to the analysis of the rise of the so-called "new religions." 
.. This increased .concern with "cults" and other "new" religious 
i 
phenomena has, in turn, fostered greater interest among· sociolo-
gists in the phenomenon of religious conversion. The new·rel:igions 
are 'often · faced with the necessity· of drawing recruits ·from 
a !JOpulation whose world views are at considerabl~ variance 
from their .. own. Therefore,. a concern for understanding these 
new religious movements has almost necessarily led to an 
interest in.the processes by which they recruit prospect:Lve 
members and by which they encourage them to shed previous1 
I 
beliefs in exchange for new systems of thought. I I. 
It could be argued that the need to socialize prospe~tive 
I 
members to world views and self-conceptions that are not only 
.. . I 
radically new but deviant from the perspective of "mainstrea'll" 
values and the need to support converts in the maintenance 
of these deviant realities are important factors in 




' In this paper, 
we will try to demonstrate the way certa~n organizationallfea-
. I 
I 





task of supplying and maintaining new identities. 
We do not, however, limit ourselves to a discussion.of 
I 
(ew religions. New religious movements are not the only.or-
' 
' ganizations which are charged with effecting major change? in 
• identity ·or world view. Many organi.zations, including radi~ 
cal political movements, programs for ,·'brainwashing" and .. . . 
.2 
""deprogramming," prisons and such "therapeutic'; organizations 
as blindness agencies, drug rehabilitation.programs and Alco-
holics Arionymous have as an implicit or explicit goal the 
transfo:crnation of personal identity·. In this paper, we use the 
term "traiis£ormation of identity" to refer to any process.in-
' volving "conversion" from one perspective to a radically dif-
. ferent one, regardless of whether the perspectives involved 
11 1 . . . t 1 are genera y seen as re igious: in na ure. Religious conver-
sion can then, be ;regarded as a special case of the more;gen-
1 
eral phenomenon of identity transformation, .and new religious 
movements can--for certain purposes, at least--be regarded as 
I 
exemplars of one· ty);fe of organization for the transformation 
of identity. All organizations for the transformation of' 
' 
identity share, it seems to us, certain basic structural emphases. 
These similarities in structure are dictated by the nature of 
the basic social processes involved in the· transfb=ation ·of 
identity. (For other attempts to outline similarities th~t exist 
between different types of organizations for .the transfo:nhation 
' 
of identity, see Kim, 1979; Richardson et al, 1972; and Zablocki, 
1972.) 
• 
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Many organizations, including certain religious 
' sects, programs for -"brainwashing" and "deprograrnmin~,"-
·' 
radical political organizations, prisons and such. 
"therapeutic" organizations as blindness ag·encies anp. 
Alcoholics Anonymous, have as an implicit or explici:t 
goal the transformation of personal identity. Based, 
. ' 
on our observations· among Alcoholics Anonymous group:s 
in Mideastern City and on published information about 
other identity--trans.forming organizations, this pap'.er 
describes the characteristics that such organizations 
I 
' 
have in common and identifies some of the sources of; 
variation among them. The term "transformation of 
identity" refers to any 1Jrocess involving "conversio'n'1 
from one pe_rspective to a radically different one, 
regardless of whether the perspectives involved are ' 
generally Geen as religious in nature. 





Organizations for the transformation of identity 
are structured so as to encourage the individual.tel 
I 
accept a self-definition that accords with the defirii-
1 
tions of significant others. Generally, ·this is fac-
··ilit:ated -by mechanisms of "encapsulation" whereby the 
I 
individual is isolated - physically, socially or ideo-
logically - from those who might discredit the new 
perspective· being presented at the same time he or 
she is exposed to intensive interaction with those ~ho 
support the new perspective. Where maintenance of ~f­
filiation to the identity-transforming organization· is 
voluntary, emphasis is placed on creating various com"" 
mitment mechanisms· serving to promote loyalty to the 
organization and on forming affective bonds with or,,. 
i 
g_anization. members. In other cases, affiliation de:" 
pen_ds more on coercion o.r dependence. 
Where ·initial contact with the organization is 
I 
' 
the result of pressure, effort may be directed towa!rd 
I 
• 
discrediting previous beliefs through creation and ~an-
1 
agement of· tension, Where initial contact is volunltar.y, /. 
I 
the individual's previous dispositions are more lik:ely 
to be ,a factor in the identity-transforming process!. 
Other causes and consequences of the differing strjctures 
of various identity-transforming ·organizatiio.ns •.ar:e 
examined. 
3 
At the same time, there exist certain differences among various 
' 
organizations for the transformation of identity which can be 
~ . -;: . 
best explained in part by the existence of differences in the 
precise nature of the "conversion" tasks with which these or-
' 
ganizations may find themselves confronted, 2 
Our task in this essay, then, is to describe and account 
' ' 
for some of the basic features of organ:izations for the tra,ns-
f.ormation of identity as w.ell as for some of the ·sources of 
variation that exist among such organizations. Our analy~is 
is based on participant observation research among Alcoho~ics 
Anonymous groups .in "·Mideastern City" a.s. well as on published 
information about new religious movements and other people-
changing collectivities. This work is not to be understoqd 
as an analysis of the data we collected at·A.A. (see.Rudy· 
and Greil, 1979; 1980a, 1980b), but as a theoretical excur-
' sion inspired by that research as well as by our study of! 
" I 
published reports on other organizations for the trans:fiorma-
! 
tion of identity. The breadth of scope of our. endeavor at1,d the 
. I 
interest of brevity prevent us from· providing detailed discus-
sions of the processes of identity transformation as they 
occur in the various settings we mention. Nor are we abl~ to 
I 
provide in all cases protracted discussion_ and defense of1theo~ 
I 
retical assumptions and empirical generali'zations. (ForJ a 
more thorough discussion of the. theoretical perspective ttat 
. underlies our view of the process of identity transformatfo.n, 
see G~eil, 1977.) 
• 
... 
The Importance of Refer·en'ce Others 
I 
4 
Our research suggests to us that the central dynamiq in 
;'lth.e process of identity transfo=ation is the process of Joming 
to see oneself and one's world from the perspective of onJ•s 
I 
' . ' reference group .. Mead's (1962) assertions that individuals 
tend to evaluate themselves and the world.around them in te=s 
of the viewpoin.ts of significant others has become one of i the 
chief tenets of the sociological faith, The implications that 
this assertion· has ·for the process of identity change shm,ild 
be obvious. . If one Is beliefs and self-conc·eptions are in! large 
., 
part a function of the definitions of reality and of self.made 
available by one's reference group, then it stands to reason 
that transfo=ations of identity are likely to be accompan:!-ed 
by changes in the perspective of one's reference others. Lof-,,. 
land and Stark, in their discussion of conversion to the per-
spective ·of the Divine Precepts movement, put the matter sue~ 
I 
cinctly when they described religious conver.sion as the Pf'O-
' 
cess of "coming to accept the opinions of one ··s friends·" i. 
I 
(1965: 871) . Many re·searchers have noted the ess.ential role 
that· the fo=ation. -of close p·ersonal ties through intens~ve 
. I 
interaction with group members plays in the religious conver-
. I 
sion process.. (Gerlach and Hine, 1968, 1970 Harder et al., · 
1972; Judah, 1974; Heirich, 1977; Lofland, 1966; Lofland and 
. ' 






" I . 
. But it is.not only in religious movements that an em~hasis 
on'the·creation of close personal ties is found. Our own stud-
ies of the transforination of identity that takes place in Alco-
holics Anonymous have shown that ~n important feature of ~his 
process is development in the prospective A.A. affiliate of 
I 
close ties to and a fe_eling of identification wi):h A.A. m~mber_s 
(Rudy & Greil, 1979; 1980a; 198.0b). In his study of the 1rbrain-
1 
washing" of American civilians in Chinese prisons during the • 
Korean War, Schein, (1961) found that the identification of the 
prisoner with his more "advanced'' cell mates was 





reality. _Studj_es cf deprogramming have suggested that here too a 
! 
crucial factor in the process of identity transformation :i.:.s 
identification with a new reference group, or a re-identi£ication 
I 
with an old reference group (Shupe et.al, 1978:156; Kim, l.!979: 
'i 
20). ' I 
The process of accepting a new definition of self 'in laccor-
' 
dance with the definitions of significant othel:'s does not always 
I 
involve a total change in reference groups. For example, people 
. I 
who have been defined as legally blind and who are going .trrough 
the process of learningto.w to "be" blind need not break ·ofr ties 
with family and friends in order to find themselves in situations 
' ' . . ' ' 
where pressure is placed upon them to vi~w themselves.in ai funda-
mentally dif_fe.rent light than they may have previously don~. 




transformation of status. They are now viewed. ·by existing 
reference others as helpless, docile and dependent, and. as 
1
interactionis t theory would lead us to e~pect, many. of th+ 
pecome what their significant others ·axpect them to be. ! 
• 
Enca')sulation as a Feature of Identity-transforming Organizations 
.The more usual ·Case, however, seems to be the one in rhich 
. I 
the individual is induced or encouraged to actually change: 
reference groups, to cease identifying with one set. of reference. 
others who may support his or her old perspectives ahd to ;bind 
I 
himself /herself to another set of reference others who can pro-
.vide social support for the acceptance and mainte.nance of 'a new· 
world view. This brings us to a first-and crucial structu'.ral 
I 
feature of organizations for the transf,ormation of identity. 
It seems essential that all such organizations provide mech-
. anisms which prevent prospective affiliates from rustained i. 
interaction with any reference others who might discredit I 
. I . 
the perspective to which he/she is being exposed. This process 
I 
is what Lofland, in discussing the Divine. Precepts movement, 
i 
i has referred to as "encapsulat~on." Encapsulation enhances 
i 
possibilities for identity transformation in two ways; notl 
only does the erection of a boundary between the organizaJion's 
'participants and others pr'event prospective affiliates fr~m too 
I 
great an exposure to rival constructions· of reality, but it also 
.insures that what interaction does take· place involves indivi-
. I 
I 




pective ·affiliates are being urged to accept. Through enf apsulation 
' 
7 
the organization attempts to create a situation in which t~e 
I 
reality it proffers is the only game in town. Encapsulation 
creates the setting in which the chief dynamic of the idedtity 
I . 
transformation process-;i.ntensive.'inter<iction with individJals 
I 
who will confirm the prospective affiliate's emergent ·senses 
. I 
of self and ·reality--can take place.. Organizations. for tqe 
I 
' transformation of identity can be regarded, then, as s·ociological 
I 
I cocoons in that like cocoons they coat themselves with a ~rotec-
! 
tive covering to protect the process of transformation going on 
w~thin from interference from the outside. ! 
i 
Perhaps the ideal situation for identitytransfortnation--. i 
from the perspec'tive of. the organization--is that in which 
individuals are actually physically removed from the possibility 
of contact with those who might disconfirm the 
they are learning. Chinese thought reform, in 
new world ..Jiew 
I 
which coercion 
was used to wrench individuals out of old social networks and 
place them in settings where they could be exposed only to 
. . . . . . I 
more "advanced" modes of thoughtprovides us with an examp~e of 
I 
encapsulation that has, perhaps, been carried out to its 'logical 
extreme. (Lifton, 1963; Schein, 1961). The deprogrammers, self-
proclaimed "rescuers" of. young people who have been led as, tray 
into cults, also make use of coercion to create a se~ting-lin 
which encapsulation is accomplished by physically removinJ 
: 
"clie~ts" from the possibility of interaction with those ,ho 




coercion does not seem to be an important feature in conve;rsion 
I 
to new religions, some new religious movements do make an 1·effort 
to physically remove the possibility that prospective conv
1
erts · 
will interact in a meaningful way,with those who might·no't lend 
support to the perspective .to which they are being exposed. Lofland, 
for example, talks about the isolated' California farms to :Which 
I 
prospective affiliates of the Divine Precepts movement go !for 
their first heavy dose of their new ideology. (1978:15). I Al-'. 
though no one was physically prevented from. leaving. the farm, 
leaving w~s. strongly discouraged, The. absence of televisions, 
radios, newspapers and telephones meant that the DP ideology 
could be unveiled in a loving, but controlled, setting in ;which 
it was likely that anything that was said about the movement 
or its ideology would not be of such a nature as to disconfirm 
their validity in the eyes of prospective converts. The com-
munal living· arrangements common among the ''Moonies , " the 
. . I 
"Jesus People," ·the "Hare Krishua ueo'nle" ·and other new r~li-
• - I 
gious movements m.ight also be seen as a means of physical~y 
insuring an encapsulated environment in which all intensive 
interaction is likely tb. occur between individuals who share· 
I 
a reality (Bromly and Shupe, 1974·; Daner, 1976; Judah, 







Not all orga,nizations for the '\!ransformation of tden~ity 
are able (or even concerned) to build a physical barrier oetween . . I 
prospective affiliates and the outside world. In Alcoholics 
• 
. . 
Anonimous, to draw an examo_ le from our own research the pros-.. I 
pective affiliate is not as.ked to leav.e his or her family lor 
job, but other means are resorted to ~.;hit.h reduce threats Jto 
contamination of his/her new self-conception as a recovergd 
I 
. • I 
alcoholic by those who might: not· share the A.Ar, perspectiv:e. 
I 
For example, when A.A. members sense that a newcomer.may ~e 
. . I 
interested in getting more involved they challenge him/het 
I 
with the '90/90 rule," which demands that the prospective a~fil-
iate attend ninety meetings in ninety days. The 90/90 ru~e · 
' ,. 
I 
acts as a social mechanism which creates a boundary between 
I 
the would-be A.A. member and the outside world analagous to 
that achieved by other organizations by the erection of actual 
I 
• I physical barriers. After all, a man who is going to ninety 
meeti~in ninety days does not have time to hang around ~ith 
I 
his dJ:inking buddies. While mechanisms.of physical encap~ula-
tion actually eliminate the possibility of interaction between 
! 
prospec):ive affiliates and the world outside the identityi 
I 
transforming organization,mechanisms of social'encaosulation . . . I 
channel interaction in ways that allow prospective affiliates 
I to be in that world but not of it. I 
I 
Nor· is A.A. 'the only organization for the transformation 
I 
. I 
of identity which uses social rather .than physical means 10 
achieve encapsulation. Many religious groups depend ideo:j.0-
i . 
gically and· materially on sending member:; out to make contact 
. . I 
with non-members for purposes of. seeking converts or raising 




will.insure that the direction of; social influence ;is not the 
opposite of that which is hoped for, Jehovah's Witnesses, for 
. I . 
example, .are enjoined to sperid much of their time "nublishing" 
. - • I . 
that is,. spreading the oral and printed Word· to non-believers, 
- • - I 
I 
An obligation such· as this which ensures that Witnesses wi+l be 
in constant contact with others.who do n.ot share their world, 
and who might be expected to try to disconfirm it, might indeed 
. . . I 
lead to confusion and uncertainty if it were not for a series 
of strict rules which have the effect of limiting contact be-
tween Witnesses and non-Witnesses·; t.o the witnessing sitµation 
itself.Witnesses do not interact casually with non-Witness~s; 
they do not interact with non-Witnesses ·as ·"whole persons": 
but only-_as ·.individuals to whom the wrd is to be spread I 
(Cooper, 1974). 
specific modes 
and others the 
Other ''deviant" religious groups prescribe 
• . I 
of dress or behavior which symbolize2 for m~mbers .· 
I 
. I 
difference between those who belong and those who 
do not and which thus serve to reinfo"rce the boundary betw~en 
. I 
them. Kanter (1972:92) lists wearing uniforms, making use of 
·1· ff· i d.1 f ·I · specia Jargon or o a oreign anugage an ru es or interaction 
. I 
with outsiders among the mechanisms which successful uto'Jikn • I 
communities of the 19th century employed to insulate themselves 





Some organizations for the transformation of identity, 





beliefs which they urge their .members to espouse are not discred-
i 
ited by non-initiates.·· Here it is not .so much a question bf 
1 · · 1 h · t 1. ·t d h 1 · .I emp oying socia mec anisms o imi an c anne. interacti0n 
, . I 
between insiders and outsiders as it ~s a question of employing 
. ' . . I 
ideological systems to neutralize any possib1e reality-ups~tting 
I 
consequences of s.uch interaction. A member of the Church of the 
Trapazoid, adept at performing Greater and lesser Magic, must 
move in circles where he/she will .surely encounter individuals 
. . . 
' 
·Who do not support a magical world view (Moody, 1974). The 
Satanist has been armed for these encounters in several ways. 
·First, he/she is armed with a magica.l view of the ·world th.at 
can make sense of everyday events in a manner equally as p'1ausi-
' 
ble as the "common sense" view, Secondly., he/she ha·s been ad-
vised of the dangers that may result from revea:ling his/her 
magical identity to non-magicians. The Satanist then transforms· 
I 
himself/herself into an ordinary person for the purposes o;f in- . 
I 
teractiJ.g successfully with outsiders. To the outsider, the 
' 
Satanist seems as normal as ever (perhaps more normal) in )his/her 
' . . • I 
conduct of daily.affairs. Only the Satanist knows that he/she 
is not really what he/she seems to be, that what seems to lbe. 
charm and poise is really Lesser Magic, that what seems to be a 
! 
sincere conversation is really clever manipulation. The oniniuns 
i" 
of·outsiders are thus neutralized .. How can one be influenced 
by those whom he/ she is manipulating? 
I 
I 
The Satanis.t ideology 
I 
• 





then,· seems to insulate the Satanist from possible disconfirma-
1 
I 
tion of his/her world view from outsiders at the same timelthat 
it allows or even encourages him/her to interact with oeopil.e 
c I 
outside the group. • ! 
I 
Other examples of such ideological encapsulation can be 
I 
' I 
mentioned briefly. Lofland (1966) has described the members of 
' ' i 
I 
the Divine Precepts movement as having an ideology that was 
i 
contructed in such a way that·it was not easily open to refu-
' tation by 'events and opinions encountered in the 0ut"S"ide wbrld. 
Bainbridge and Stark (1979) have shown how, among Scieatologists, 




powers that come with it--is conceptualized in such a way ;that 
I . 
someone who conceives of himself/hersel.f as a "clear" is npt 
' 
likely to receive any dis confirming evidence. Kanter (197:2: 84) 
·1 
' qas argued that negative conceptions of the:outside often \shield 
the members of utopian conmiunities from its pernicious influence, 
I 
. I 
Variations on a Theme. 
I ·Organizations for the transformation of identity, then, are 
I 
structured so as to encourage individuals to accept ne ... d~finitions 
I 
of self and reality through the provision of mechanisms of 
enca;sulation whereby individuals are isolated~physicallyj socially 
. . . I . . 
. I 
or ideologicallv--from those who might .discredit the new pers-- . . . I 
pectives being presented at the same time they are exposed to in-
1 . 
tensive interaction with those w·ho support the new perspeetive. 
d .. fh 1 l". ·1 11 We o not conceive o p ysica encapsu .ation, socia encapsu a-
. ' i . 





exclusive kinds of encapsulation but rather as three types of 
. I 
mechanisljlS _by which encapsulation can be effected· and wh~ch may. 
all be found within the context of a single organization. Synanon 
and Phoenix House are communal drug rehabilitation programs that 
I . 
provide illustrations of ail three types of encapsulation, in a 
single setting. (see Rosenthal, 1974; Yablonsky, 1965),: 
I 
It should be clear from the examples given above that 
i 
organizations for the transformation of identity vary with re-
gard to the ease with which they can draw boundaries between 
their o~ members and those who may espouse conflicting p~r-
' spectives. Prisons may have physical walls to keep insiders 
I, 
securely in and outsiders harmlessly out, but organizatioi;is 
I 
which.must rely more on social and ideological mechanisms· to 
. ' 
ensure encapsulation appear to find it necessary to settle for 
more·. permeable boundaries. Where continued particip~tion I in 
organizational activities is not ensur.ed through coercion I and 
where physical encapsulation is not feasible, organizati·o4s for 
' 
the transformation of' identity will have to expend much oigan-
izational energy in the creation and maintenanee of sociai and 
. I 
ideological mechanisms for encapsulation. \ 
Some students of the processes of religious conversion 
I 
and commitment have encountered groups, including Catholic Pen-
1 
titcostais (Harrison 1974:410), "-Born Again" Christians (A~stin, 
• 
. . i 
1977:285) and Mormons (Seggar & Kurz: 1972:183), which dq not seem to 
I 
place much emphasis on encapsulation.· In such groups, liltle 
pressure is placed upon the new affiliate.to sever or cur~ail 
I 
14 
extra-group ties. In all such negative cases of which we are 
. I 
aware, th~ belief system promulgated by the organization -lvas 
not one that would be likely to be viewed as deviant by mbst 
members of the larger society. :E;ncapsulation was perh.;ipslnot 
necessary.in these cases as the.new world view and identity 
being offered to affiliates was not perceived to vary frotn 
I 
"mainstream" reality to such an extent .that conta'ct with non-
. ' 3 
affiliates wou,ld have deleterious consequences. In fact, 1.t • 
is possible in these instances that.the cognitive changes: 
I 
undergone. by many of the individuals involved may have been so· 
slight that we may not be justified in considering these ,to be 
cases where transformation ·of identity was involved. 
The more deviant an orga~iza:tion's identity program is 
; 
perceived as being, the tighter the securitY, along the.bound-
1 
aries of the organization, will have to be. At the. same t:ime, 
however, that the unacceptability of the new identity being 
' 
offered to prospective affiliates makes more complete enc'apsu-
1 ' 
lation necessary, it makes er:icapsulation easier to effect: be-
' ' 
cause as any sociologist of deviance would tell us, stiga'tiza-
1 
tion often has the e.ffect of solidifying deviant identity1 
(Becker, 1963; Goffrrian, 1963; Matza, I.969). 1· 
We have been writing as if transform~tion of identi~y 
always involves passage f.rom a more acceptable identfty tjo a 
less acceptable one. This is, of cour.se, not always the lease. 
I 
The alcoholic who finds h:is sobriety by learning to "work"1 
the A.A. program is another case in Doint. In 
' I 





a possibility for a variation on the encapsulation theme presents. 
itself. ,The identity transforming organization c'an try tb ~re­
ate unan~~ty within an individual is reference groups.' no:t ·only 
by cutting him/her off from outsiders, but also by bring·ing 
• I 
the individual,' s exi,sting reference others into the fold.: Based 
I 
on our research conducted among Alcoholics Anonymous groups :in 
! 
Mideastern City, we feel that A.A.·, s satellite organizations like 
Alanon ·and Alateen may function to unite the prospective :affi-
liate' s new reference group wi,th pre'viou13 reference group,s by 
initiating his/her significant others into.the A.A. world;view 
. ' 
(Rudy and Greil, 1979:18); 







As has already been hinted at in several points above, a 
crucial variable affecting the structure and functioning pf 
, I 
organizations for the transformation of·identity is 'the e~tent 
to which coercion is involved. Coercion may be a factor lat the 
time of :initial contact between the individual and the ideltity-
. I . 
transforming {)rganization or it may continue to be a factior in 
l 
the creation and maintenance of the new world view. The nrocesses 
i 
of "bl>ainwashing," 11 deprogramming," and "1Jrisonization," fbr example, 
b d d · h k" ·. h hi · d" · can not e un erstoo wit out ta ing into .account t at t e in i-
. . . I . . 
vidual who is being pressured to change cannot voluntarily re-
1 
move himself/herself from the change setting. AltGough continual 
participation in A.A. is voluntary, a ce,tain amount of coercion 
I . 
I 
· often seems to be involved in bringing about an individuail' s 
I 




come to A.A:, come because they have been threatened by s~ouses, 
. I 
employers or legal authorities with unwanted consequencesJ if 
they do not do so (Rudy and Greil, 1979:7). Coercion doeb not 
I I 
seem to be a significant .factor in conversion to the .perspec-
.  1 . 
tives of most new religious movements during any step of the 
I 
process. I 
We have already suggested that the extent to which ' cpercion 





the ease with which encapsulation may be achieved. Let us now 




' cion present may influence the identity transformation I process. 
When coercion is involved at the time an individual first 
makes contact with an organization for the transformation of 
identity., the individual· is less likely to be receptive to 
the program for identity transformation he/she. is about tb 
undergo. American civilians in China had no desire to have 
I 
their thought refo'nned, Hoonies are not narticularlv anxious 
to be deprogrannned, and':. many prospectiv~ A.A. memb~rs arb at 
least a l:i,tt1e uncertain about what i·~ is the; are gettink 
h 1 . I h h . .l • f . I t emse ves into. n sue . cas.es '· t e i.,ientity-tran orming 
. . . I 
organization will have to focus a greater or lesser amount of 
'effort in discrediting ~n identity with which the individha1 
I . 
has up.until.now been more or less satisfied. Use will be made 
in these cases of techniques which.serve to discredit the indi-
vidual's current significant others, which interfere with his/her 








his/her current understanding of things. In A.A. :initial '· inter-' . 
' . 
action between member and newcomer features attemptlS on t'\1e part 
I of the member to get the newcomer to admit he/she has a problem. 
(Rudy arid Greil, 1979:10-13). Deprograil)Illers begin their, "~es-
cue mission" by exposing the subject tci ridicule, disclmfort 
I 
I 
and hat:ile attacks upon his/her belief system (Kim, 1979:198). 
I 
Attempts at thought reform among the American civilians in 
China· involved the innovation of feeling's of guilt as. a m~ans 
' of discrediting prisoners' previous self-conceptions and of 
making.them more receptive to change. Following terminology 
' . i 
first employed by Lewin, Schein (.1961.: 119) refers to this i 
I 
aspect of the thought reform process as "unfreezing."4 
' 
I 
In other settings, where coercion is not involved, unfreez-
ing may not be an important part of the identity.transformation 




encountered the identity-transforming organization as the1result 
' . 
' 
of a del,i::bera,te quest for a more viable identity, world view. or· 
way of life. Even where the individual has not actually been 
I 
I 
· actively seeking a different way of life he/ she is likely I to 
. I 
be receptive, or at least sympathetic, to the.organization!s 
project. If not, why would he/she be there? 
. I 
A ntimber· of students of the religious. conversion proc;ess 
have concerned themselves with ascertaining the importanc~ of 
the prospective convert's previous cognitive orientations! 
' 






of hisf.her "conversion career," (Balch and Taylor, 1978; i 
I 
Gordon, 1974; Greil, 1977; Harrison, 1974; Heirich, 197.7; 
Lofland; 1966; Lofl.and and Stark, 1965; Richardson, 1978; 
Richard"son and ·Stewart, 1978; Richardson et al, 1978a; 19?8b). 
We would· 
! 
suggest that in situations where candidates! 
for indentity-transformation self-select, ·as seei:ns to be the 
case in most new religious movements, ·their previous. dispbsi-
tions will play an important role in determining their 
susceptibility to organizational appeals and in determinihg 
the future directions of and in determining their cognitive 
careers. Where initial contact or, indeed, his/her very lpre-
1 
sence in the identity-transformation setting was. not the; 
individual '·s own idea, such considerations will pr&a:b"J;y be of 
less relevance, although even here their influence cannot' be-
' 
completely ruled out.· For example, adolescent as well as: adult 
. ' 
correctional programs spend considerable time and energy lin 
"classifying'·' offenders for ?lacement into rehabilitatio~ pro-
' 
grams and ther~peutic m~lieus. Su~h placement draws healily 
. upon psychological profiles, maturity levels, and the prl-
correctional experiences. of the inmates, ! I 
' ! Whether or.not coercion.is present as a feature of '1ny 
I 
given process of identity transformation some kind of pmJer..: 
dependence relationship will almost certainly be prese~t.1 We 
I 
have suggested earler tha: the central dvnamic in the tranfor-· 
. . I 
mation of identity is the process of coming to see one'ij self 
and one's world view from the viewpoint of one's referende group. 
• 
19 
Usually this involves deserting one set of significant otrers 
and the perspective·from which they interpret reality in ~avor 
i 
of another set of significant others which supports a rival 
reality. One does not, it seems.to us, accep:the world v~ew 
' [ 
of a.set of reference others without first becoming socially 
dependent upon-them. It is, after all, our dependence upon 
significant others .that makes them significant in the first 
place. An infant's parents become its first significant others 
. i 
I because they possess the ability to control whether and· h,ow 
the infant's basic needs are satisfied. 
Although we· are not fond of quoting Talcott Parsons,. 
it seems appropriate at this point to remind the reader that 
he once spoke of power in interactionist terms as the ability 
to define the situation for someone else (Parsons,· 1969 :3i70). 
. I 
[ 
This is exactly the point we are trying to make. A set o;f 
' 
reference others will lack the ability to convince the indivi-
dual of the viability of their perspective unless they have some 
control over the satisfaction of his/her basic needs. The indi-
' I 
on these reference others for his/her 
he/ she depends "tpOn them in a more· !general, 
vidual :will not depend 
view of reality unless 
i 
sense. If they are to be effective in achieving their goals, 
then, organizations for. the transformation of identity must .be 
structered in such· a way that individuals upon whom pres~~re for 
change is tQ be exerted find'. themselve·s in a state of d,pendence 






dependence, the· easier it will b.e to effect change, Because 
I 
rewards and solutions to. the deprivations of prison· life· a,re 
likely to be provided by other inmates .(Sykes, 1958) depe,dence 
between inmates and "correctors" is "structured out," hence, 
. . I . 
making conversion less likely and prisonization more like]y. 
. I 
The need for dependence does not pose su~h a great ~ro-
1 
blem for identity-transforming organizations able or willing to 
make use of coercion to carry out their mission, It was easy 
enough for the Chinese authorities to put their American 
c:lvi~ian prisoners· in a situation in which the sati.sfacti~n 
of material, social and psychological needs depended first 
on cooperation and later on identification with their captors, 
The task is not such an easy one where the subject of the 
identity transformation ·process is a volunteer. Here, the 
organization must find ways to make him or her want to depend 
I 
on it. To achieve this, organizations for. the transformat±ion 
of identity make use of various commitment mechanisms whose 
function is to lead the individual to see his or her intei:;ests 
I . 
as identical to those of the organization. A person is cqmmitted 
to a group or organization to the extent that he or she iJ 
I 
willing, in the absence· of either coercion or extrinsic r~war.ds, 
to do what will help maintain the group (Kanter, 1972: 66) '· 
I 
It is no accident that scholars interested in.religious conver-
sion have g.enerally been ~nterested in· the phenomenon of dommi t-
ment as well, for the two are intimately related. Due to the 






the group. Once this work of creating dependence and identifi-
cation has begun, then the work of identity transformatio~ 
I 
may begin. I 
As we see it, most organizations for the transformation 
. I 
of identity can be conceptualized as forming a sub-class of 
I 
what Cos er calls "greedy organizations ~'(easer, 1967;197 4) .: 
' 
According to Coser, greedy organizations are those which . 
"are no.t content with claiming a segment of. the energy of.
1 
! 
individuals but demand their total allegience (1967 :1_98) .. '~ 
Members of new religious movements often ~epend on people I 
within the movement for shelter, subsistance, companionship, 
and faith. A.A. members find their lives tot.ally permeat~d 
with A~A. activities and admit that A,A. must come first 
(Rudy and Greil, 1980b~_20). Organizations for the transfc?r-
' . I 
mation of identity must be "greedy," because their work cannot 
be carried out unless the individuals who are to be ·affected 
depend on them and no one else for the satisfaction of imper-
tant needs. 







of identity can also be related to their need for encapsutation. 
Transformation of identity, we have suggested, occurs when an 
individual substitutes one reference _group for another. Organ-
1 
izations for the transformation of identitv must strive to 
. I 
. . I 
sur·raund the "individual with people who will lend credencT to 
I 
his or her new world view and identitJ at the same time trat 
i 





' A person who is totally committed to a given organization:or 
.. : ' 
group is able to gratify all of his or her needs within its 
confines. Such a person should ideally experience little 
need to engage in social interaction outside the boundaries 
. I 
of the organization or group ·in- question. Possibilities for 
contact with those who might discredit one's new found rellity 
. I 
would thus be severely curtailed. The encapsulation nece~sary 
I 
for the identity transformation process is thus· facilitated 
. . ' 
'I 
by the severity of the commitment demands made by organiz~tions 
for the transformation of identity. 
There is by now a good deal of scholarly work on the, 
,subject of the mechanisms by which groups instill commitment 
. I 
in their members (Becker, 1960;.Harrisoni 1974; Hine, 1970; 
Kanter, 1968; 1972; Lebra, 1972; Rudy and Greil, 1980b), i In 
the interst of brevity, . we must forego at this time a thorough 
I 
discussion of .the various ways in which organizations for' the 
transformation of identity generate the commitment necessarv 
' 
I 
I to effect changes in identity and world view. 
I 
We have tried to show in this essay that new 
l 
I 
1 . . I re igious 
Conclusions and Implications 
. . 
movements share certain basic features with other social 
entities that are oriented toward effecting radical change 
'! 
in people, Perhaps the two most striking features of all 
I 
such organizations are their emphasis on encapsulation a*d 




have tried to account for the existence of these features·in 





terms of the· basic dynamics of the identity .transformation 
'process. 
At the· same time that we have tried to show what var.ious 
1 • 
organizations for the transformation of identity have in common, 
we have tried not to gloss over important differences. Nlt 
all organizations 
do the same kinds 
' ' . , I 
for the transformation of identity try to 
I 
of things to the same kinds of peo1)le in 
the same kinds of. circumstances. Some organizations work: 
with people who are actively searching for more viable pers1)eC-
tives; other organizations force their services on client;s 
I 
who are more or less unwilling. Some organizationsencourage 
participants to give up a less acceptable identity in favor 
of a more acceptable identity; others nudge their participants 
in the opposite direction, Some organizations are free tb 
onerate at somewhat of a distance from the larger society~,· 
others .are constrained to operate right in the thick of things, 
We have tried to specify the conseque:nce.s, both for organiza-
. t.· • 
tional.structure and for the nature of the process that takes 
place within the context of •that structure of .these variations 
on our basic theme. I 
We have tried to demonstrate that, for some purposes
1
, 
it may be profitable to regard religious conversion as o~e 
I 
case of identity transformation and new reli.gi.ous moveme-qts 
' as one type of organization for the transformation of ·identity. 
We are now in a position to appreciate both the similarities 
I 
and the aifferences· between the religious conversion process 
'. 




and other identity transformation processes with which it 
has been compa~ed, such as "deprogramming" and "brainwashing." 
Now that we have understood conversion and "brainwashing" as 
two variations of one basic orocess, occurring under somewhat 
. . . I 
different conditions, perhaps we can save ourselves the trouble 
I 
of agonizing:; over whether someone has been br.ainwashed or I 
whether he has merely converted. 
! 
Perh;ltp3, too, we are now in a position to understand, 
why students of·the religious conversion process have been 
unable to arrive at an analysis of conversion that seems r:o 
fit all empirical cases, Most recent theoretical efforts, in 
this field have been guided explicitly or implicitly by the 
I 
: 
"process model" formulated by Lofland and Stark, According 
to these authors, 
For conversion, a person must (1) experience enduring, 
acutely felt tensi:ins · (2) within a religious probl'em 
solving pE:rspective, (3) which leads him to define h:im-
self as a religious seeker,(4) encountering the (cult) 
at a turning point in his life, (5) wherein an affec
1
tive 
bond is formed (or preexists) with one or more conve·rts; 
(6) where extra--cult attachments are absent or neut:i;alized, 
and (7) where if he is to become a deµloyable agent, l he 
is exposed to intensive interaction (1965:874)\' J 
i 
While some scholars (see, for example, Judah, 1914;' ! 
I 
Richardson et al 19.78a; 1978b) have examined new religious: 
movements which. seem to. fit the Lofland and Stark model sjtill 
others (see, for example, Austin, 1977; Heirich, 1<177; Seggar 
and Kunz, 1972; Snow and Phillips, 1980) have examined cqnver-








Conversion to the perspectives of new religious movements 
such as the Divine Precepts movement analyzed by Lofland 1nd 
Stark.represents a ' form of identity transformation involving 
individuals who change voluntarily to a perspective.which is 
relatively, far removed from the o~e they began with and which 
I 
I is regarded as deviant by society at large. It seems to us 
that those studies which have .found .the 'Lofland and ·stark:I:J.odel 
to be basically adequate have been those which addressed them-
selves to movements which share these features with the Divine 
Precepts movement. Studies· which have not found this model 
_to be useful have typically focused upon. groups. whose id~nti ty 
transformation projects have differed'from that of the D,P. 
·in some significant way. In some cases, ·the perspective involved· 
is not all that dissimilar from the perspective with whic1:1 the 
individuals in question have started out. In other cases, the 
perspective.to whibh·people were being exposed was not regarded 
as deviant either by themselves or by the larger society. 
In still other cases, both of these conditions have held .. 
The Lofland and Stark model seems to describe ac·curately 
. I 
the religious conversion. process as it occurs in one orgai;iiza-
tional context. Where it has not prcven to be an adequat¢ 
i 
description, this is not because the model is a bad one but 
because the organizational context has been different froi;n 
.that which Lofland and Stark observed. Lofland himself hi;i.s 
complaine_d recently that too many researchers have tr'ied · ~o 
I 
apply his model to the conversion setting they were.studying 






While we appreciate the validity of Lofland's criticism 
I 
of resear~h in this field we find unfortunate his suggest~on 
I 
that the state of the art would benefit from a proliferation 
' . I 
of process models. No.collection of models.- no matter how 
large - that merety describe the. process of identity transfor-
' mation will ever lead us to an explanation of that process, 
If we a:r:e going to explain identity transformation., we must 
focus on the mechanisms by which it is brought about and on the 
way situations may be structured so as to make it more li*ely, 
' I 
This is what we have tried to accomplish in this paper. We 
·have tried to follow Becker's (1964:44) advice that the stuqy 
of change in personality and values ought to look at the 
process of situational adjustment, that is, the process by 
which individuals adjust to the new social situations in I 
which they find themselves. 
' I 
We have tried to explain the. 
·process of identity trans.formation, not by referring to some 
quasi-automatic set of stages a person must traverse if he 
or she is to have his or her identity transformed, but by, 
I 
I referring to the way social situations may be structured so 
! 
·as to encourage identity transformation. 
Several students .o'f the conversion process have rece~tly 
advocated taking a more "subjectivist" approach to conversion 
(Lofland, 1978; Strauss, 1976; 1979;,Taylor, 1976) .. !fhese 
authors have suggested that more attention be paid to the 
I 
active role that socia.1 actors take in "converting themseives" 
i 





argue that students have erred in seeing conversion as primarily 
something that is done to people rather than as something done 
I 
~them. Our emphasis on the organizational context in which 
I 
' identity.transforuiation takes place would seem at· first g+ance 
. I . 
to be moving in a direction opposite to ~hat recOIIllllended by 
the subjectivists. We do not think this is so, Ari emphasis 
on the situational context of identity transformation is not 
incompatible with the recognition that p·eciple creatively work 
out their:own identities. To see identity transformationjas 
the willful act of individuals trying to solve problems of 
living is not necessarily to deny that social situations pose 
the problems that must be solved and h~lp{to channel the direc-








1. This definition begs the question of how radical the 
.difference between two nerspectives must be before wel 
may justifiably speak of "transformation of identity.I;, 
Travisano (1970) suggests that students of religious , 
conversion would do well to distinguish between "con-I 
ver:iion, "which would denote a radical transformation,' 
and "alternation" which would den0te a less. dramatic : 
transition. It would. thus seem wise to make a ·distinc-
tion between transformations of identity and alternations. 
That still leaves us, of .course, with the.rather tro~ble­
some emp·irical question 'of wl;lere to draw the line .. 
2. For the sake of simplicity and ease of presentation, 'we 
write as if each organization for the transformation ;of 
identity tries to effect only one type of change in 9nly 
one category of persons. It is, of course, not as simple 
as that. An organization I:Iay encounter some individuals 
who are initially quite sympathetic to the perspecti~e 
·it espouses and others who may be initially quite hostile, 
Some individuals may be present of their own volition; 
while others may be. experiencing a greater or lesser 
degree of coercion. Gordon (1974) has provided us with 
a cogent exposition on the varieties of identity trans-
formation that take place among the "Jesus People,'' We 
feel, however, that it is possible to think of each or-
ganization for the·transformation of identity as having 
a "typical" clientele and thus a "typical" transformation 
task. 
3. Wheeler makes a· similar point in his essay on the struc~ 
ture of formal socialization settings when he writes, 
The intensity of any socializing experience· is probably 
related to the degree of separation, for separated settings 
are able to reduce potentially conflicting influence~ 
(1966: 8,0). " : 
I 
4. It seems to us that although he does not use the term 
"unfreezing," Peter McHugh (1966) is talking about essen-
tially the same thing when he argues that "social disinte-
gration" is a prerequisite for resoc.ialization, We would 
disagree, however, that. social disintegration must always 
precede resocialization, and would ar:gue 'that it is a 
necessary part of the personal change proce·ss only in 
those cases where the individual being resocialized is 
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